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MEDIA RELEASE
For Saturday, 31 July 2010

Join Ann Odong, Sportfm's Ian Hooper and UWA-Nedlands Women's Head Coach Conrad
McKelvie this Saturday on The World Football Programme 107.9fm from 9-12noon.
We catch up Australian Under 13s Girls national coach Nicola Williams in Melbourne as she
leads on the WA Schoolgirls in the national championships for girls and boys. We find out
from Nicola how the girls and boys are faring.
Alistair Edwards is a legend of WA football and the Edwards name is continuing through
sons Cameron and Ryan. We chat with Ryan Edwards from Vietnam as he and the Qantas
Young Socceroos conclude an excellent AFF U-19 Youth Championships 2010 with an
appearance in the final against defending champion Thailand.
The Glory concluded their pre-season with a final 3 - 1 win over the WA State Team on
Wednesday. The man with the best seat in the house was Heritage FM's match
commentator Bob Figg. Bob chats to us about the game and the State League players who
impressed.
The A-League is almost here for season 2010/2011 and you can hear the supporters clubs
practicing their chants from here! We catch up with two such clubs with The Shed's
president Colin Sharland chatting all things Glory and Yellow Fever's David Cross filling us
in on their preparations.
Inaugural Perth Glory coach and 6PR special comments man Gary Marocchi also drops in
to preview Glory's chances for this year. What are the minimum expectations? Can they
make the Top 2? Is a title on the horizon? We will find out his views on his former club.
There is only a couple more months to go before the big decisions regarding the hosting of
the 2018/2022 World Cups and FIFA was in town inspecting Australia's stadiums and
infrastructure. One man following all the action closely was the Sydney Morning Herald's
chief football writer Sebastian Hassett and he joins us to talk about the whirlwind tour.
Plenty was also happening in the AFC with Japan and Qatar other possible host nations.
AFC president Mohamed Bin Hammam backed Qatar's bid, Australia handed in a bid for the
2015 Asian Cup and Wellington was still left out in the cold for the Asian Champions League.
Fresh from South Africa The World Game's Vitor Sobral looks at the big news in the Asian
Confederation.
Finally we turn our attention to the big European Leagues as they prepare to kick off their
seasons after a short break. Fox Sport's Adam Peacock will be on hand to answer all the
big questions. Can Barcelona, Bayern Munich, Chelsea, FC Twente, Inter Milan and
Marseille and retain their titles? Which big money moves will pay off? And the big one,
which will be the bigger ego and Real Madrid, Cristiano or Jose!?
If there’s more time we will fill it up with more news on the World Game!
We always look forward to your calls throughout the show on 9494 2100 or text Ann on 0433
816 000.

- The WFP Team
Penny TannerHoath, Tony Carvajal, Ann Odong
Can’t get to a radio? We stream live on radiofremantle.com. Guests can listen in to their interviews and see
what’s coming up on theworldfootballprogramme.com.
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